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C0-hybrid high-order methods for biharmonic problems

Zhaonan Dong∗ Alexandre Ern†

June 14, 2022

Abstract

We devise and analyze C0-conforming hybrid high-order (HHO) methods to approximate
biharmonic problems with either clamped or simply supported boundary conditions. C0-
conforming HHO methods hinge on cell unknowns which are C0-conforming polynomials
of order (k + 2) approximating the solution in the mesh cells and on face unknowns which
are polynomials of order k ≥ 0 approximating the normal derivative of the solution on
the mesh skeleton. Such methods deliver O(hk+1) H2-error estimates for smooth solutions.
An important novelty in the error analysis is to lower the minimal regularity requirement
on the exact solution. The technique to achieve this has a broader applicability than just
C0-conforming HHO methods, and to illustrate this point, we outline the error analysis for
the well-known C0-conforming interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin (IPDG) methods as
well. The present technique does not require bubble functions or a C1-smoother to evaluate
the right-hand side in case of rough loads. Finally, numerical results including comparisons
to various existing methods showcase the efficiency of the proposed C0-conforming HHO
methods.

1 Introduction

Biharmonic PDEs are used in the modelling of various physical phenomena, such as thin
plate elasticity, micro-electromechanical systems, and phase separation, to mention a few
examples. In the present work, we consider the following model problem with two types of
boundary conditions (BC’s):

∆2u = f in Ω,

{
u = ∂nu = 0 type (I)

u = ∂nnu = 0 type (II)
on ∂Ω. (1)

Here, Ω is a open bounded Lipschitz domain in Rd, d ∈ {2, 3}, with boundary ∂Ω, ∂n
denotes the normal derivative on ∂Ω and ∂nn denotes the normal-normal component of the
Hessian on ∂Ω. In the context of plate modelling, type (I) BC is referred to as clamped BC,
and type (II) as simply supported BC. Non-homogeneous BC’s can be considered, but we
focus on homogeneous BC’s for simplicity. Instead, dealing with the boundary condition
∂nnnu = 0 requires further developments. The regularity of the source term f is specified
below in Assumption 1.1. We also observe that the present developments hinge on the weak
formulation of (1) involving the Hessian.

The goal of the present work is twofold. The first main goal is to devise and analyze a
novel C0-conforming approximation method for the above model problem. The proposed
method belongs to the class of hybrid high-order (HHO) methods. These methods were
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introduced in [11] for linear diffusion and in [10] for locking-free linear elasticity. Since
then, they have undergone a vigorous development, as reflected, e.g., in the two recent
monographs [9, 7]. Moreover, as discussed in [8, 23, 5], HHO methods are closely related
to hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) methods, weak Galerkin (WG) methods,
nonconforming virtual element methods (ncVEM), and multiscale hybrid-mixed (MHM)
methods. Interestingly, the present C0-conforming HHO method (C0-HHO in short) can be
viewed as a simple approach to extend C0-finite element methods for biharmonic problems by
simply adding an additional unknown attached to the mesh faces representing the normal
derivative of the solution. C0-HHO methods for the biharmonic problem have not yet
been explored in the literature; we refer the reader to [1, 13, 12] for fully discontinuous
HHO methods. The starting point for devising the present C0-HHO methods are the HHO
methods from [13].

C0-conforming approximation methods are popular to discretize biharmonic problems
since such methods avoid the intricate construction of C1-conforming approximation spaces
while also avoiding severe conditioning issues that can arise with fully nonconforming approx-
imation methods. Examples of C0-conforming approximation methods from the literature
include the classical Morley [24, 29] and Hsieh–Clough–Tocher (HCT) finite element meth-
ods, the C0-interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin (IPDG) method [15, 2], the C0-weak
Galerkin (WG) method [25, 6], and the C0-virtual element method (VEM) [30]. The Morley
FEM and the HCT FEM for d = 3 are lowest-order methods, whereas the HCT FEM for
d = 2 [14] and the C0-{IPDG,WG,HHO,VEM} can reach arbitrary approximation order.
C0-IPDG attaches discrete unknowns to the mesh cells only, whereas C0-{WG,HHO} attach
discrete unknowns to the mesh cells and faces. A numerical comparison between C0-IPDG
and C0-HHO is included herein, indicating the computational efficiency of the C0-HHO ap-
proach. Concerning C0-WG, we recall that the only relevant difference between HHO and
WG lies in the choice of the discrete unknowns and the design of the stabilization operator.
In general, WG employs plain least-squares stabilization, leading to suboptimal convergence
rates, whereas HHO employs a more elaborate form of stabilization leading to optimal con-
vergence rates. In other words, to achieve the same convergence rate, C0-WG with plain
least-squares stabilization requires more discrete unknowns than C0-HHO methods. Fur-
thermore, among the above C0-conforming methods, C0-VEM is the only one supporting
general (polytopal) meshes. This feature is achieved by attaching discrete unknowns also to
the mesh vertices (and edges if d = 3), which potentially enlarges the stencil of the method.
A numerical comparison between C0-VEM and C0-HHO is left to future work. Finally,
C0-conforming HDG methods have been so far seldom considered in the literature, with
the exception of a brief discussion in [20]. Therefore, leveraging on the close links between
HDG and HHO, the present work can also be viewed as a contribution to the development
of C0-HDG methods for the biharmonic problem.

The second main goal of the present work is to improve on the regularity requirement
on the exact solution to lead the error analysis. The technique to achieve this is a non-
trivial extension of ideas from [19] originally developed in the context of second-order elliptic
problems (see also [18, Chap. 40 & 41]). The result derived herein can be applied to the
C0-HHO method when approximating the biharmonic problem, but also, more broadly, to
the other C0-conforming approximation methods discussed above. Recall that the difficulty
comes from the lack of C1-conformity which causes some difficulties in the error analysis
when it comes to bounding the consistency error. A first possibility is to use bubble functions
together with a C1-smoother when evaluating the right-hand side of the discrete problem,
as shown in [28, 27] for the Morley element and the C0-IPDG method (see also [4] for
further results concerning lowest-order methods). However, these techniques so far meet
with difficulties when it comes to devising a C1-smoother of arbitrary order on tetrahedral
meshes. The alternative road, which is the one followed by most of the above works and
also herein, is to require some (mild) additional regularity assumption on the source term
beyond H−2(Ω) and on the exact solution beyond H2(Ω). The present work hinges on the
following assumption.
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Assumption 1.1 (Regularity) We assume that there are real numbers p > 2 and q ∈
( 2d
d+2 , 2] such that u ∈W 2,p(Ω), ∆u ∈W 1,q(Ω), and f ∈W−1,q(Ω).

Assumption 1.1 is, to our knowledge, novel in the analysis of biharmonic problems. If
one prefers to remain in the Hilbertian setting, a simpler, but less general, assumption is
u ∈ H2+s(Ω), with s > 0, ∆u ∈ H1(Ω), and f ∈ H−1(Ω). Notice that the assumption
u ∈ H2+s(Ω), s > 0, is still tighter than the one usually made in the literature to analyze
C0-conforming methods, which is u ∈ H2+s(Ω), s > 1

2 . Finally, we observe that in As-
sumption 1.1, the Laplacian of the solution is smoother than its Hessian. Since the Laplace
operator contains a relatively large kernel, this type of functions is often encountered.

The rest of this work is organized as follows. We present the key identities to bound the
consistency error in Section 2. The results presented in this section have a wider outreach
beyond C0-HHO methods since they can be applied to other C0-conforming methods (but
not to fully nonconforming methods). Then, we devise the C0-HHO methods for both types
of BC’s and establish stability and well-posedness of the discrete problems in Section 3.
In Section 4, we perform the error analysis under Assumption 1.1. For completeness, we
also outline how the C0-IPDG method can be analyzed under this assumption. Finally, we
discuss our numerical results in Section 5.

2 Key identities to bound the consistency error

In this section, we introduce some basic notation, present the weak formulation for both
types of BC’s, and derive the key identities to bound the consistency error. The main result
of this section, Lemma 2.3, can be applied to many C0-conforming methods.

2.1 Basic notation

We use standard notation for the Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces. In particular, for the
fractional-order Sobolev spaces, we consider the Sobolev–Slobodeckij seminorm based on
the double integral. For an open, bounded, Lipschitz set S in Rd, d ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we denote
by (v, w)S the L2(S)-inner product with appropriate Lebesgue measure, and we employ the
same notation for vector- or matrix-valued fields (such fields are denoted using boldface
notation). We denote by ∇w the (weak) gradient of w and by ∇2w its (weak) Hessian. Let
n be the unit outward normal vector on the boundary ∂S of S. Assuming that the functions
v and w are smooth enough, we have the following integration by parts formula:

(∆2v, w)S = (∇2v,∇2w)S + (∇∆v,nw)∂S − (∇2vn,∇w)∂S . (2)

Whenever the context is unambiguous, we denote by ∂n the (scalar-valued) normal deriva-
tive on ∂S and by ∂t the (Rd−1-valued) tangential derivative. We also denote by ∂nnv
the (scalar-valued) normal-normal second-order derivative and by ∂ntv the (Rd−1-valued)
normal-tangential second-order derivative. The integration by parts formula (2) can then
be rewritten as

(∆2v, w)S = (∇2v,∇2w)S + (∂n∆v, w)∂S − (∂nnv, ∂nw)∂S − (∂ntv, ∂tw)∂S . (3)

In what follows, the set S is always a polytope so that its boundary can be decomposed into
a finite union of planar faces with disjoint interiors. Expressions involving the tangential
derivative on ∂S are then implicitly understood to be evaluated as a summation over the
faces composing ∂S.

Let {Th}h>0 be a shape-regular family of simplicial meshes such that each mesh covers
the domain Ω exactly. A generic mesh cell is denoted by K ∈ Th, its diameter by hK , and
its unit outward normal by nK . We partition the boundary ∂K of any mesh cell K ∈ Th by
means of the two subsets ∂K i := ∂K ∩ Ω and ∂Kb := ∂K∩∂Ω. The mesh faces are collected
in the set Fh, which is split as Fh = F i

h∪Fb
h , where F i

h is the collection of the interior faces
(shared by two distinct mesh cells) and Fb

h the collection of the boundary faces. We orient
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every mesh interface F ∈ F i
h by means of the fixed unit normal vector nF whose direction

is arbitrary but fixed once and for all, whereas we orient every mesh boundary face F ∈ Fb
h

by means of the vector nF := nΩ. For any mesh cell K ∈ Th, the mesh faces composing its
boundary ∂K are collected in the set F∂K , which is partitioned as F∂K = F i

∂K ∪Fb
∂K with

obvious notation.
For any real number θ ≥ 0, we consider the broken Sobolev space

Hθ(Th) := {v ∈ L2(Ω) | vK := v|K ∈ Hθ(K),∀K ∈ Th}. (4)

The jump and average of any function v ∈ Hθ(Th), θ > 1
2 , across any mesh interface

F = ∂K1 ∩ ∂K2 ∈ F i
h are defined by setting [[v]]F (x) := v|K1

(x)− v|K2
(x) and {{v}}F (x) :=

1
2 (v|K1

(x) + v|K2
(x)) for a.e. x ∈ F , respectively.

2.2 Weak formulations

Recall from Assumption 1.1 that f ∈W−1,q(Ω) with q ∈ ( 2d
d+2 , 2]. Let q′ ∈ [2, 2d

d−2 ) be such

that 1
q + 1

q′ = 1. The weak formulation of the biharmonic problem with type (I) BC’s is as

follows: Find u(I) ∈ H2
0 (Ω) such that

(∇2u(I),∇2v)Ω = `(v) := 〈f, v〉
W−1,q,W 1,q′

0

, ∀v ∈ H2
0 (Ω). (5)

Notice that the right-hand side is meaningful since the Sobolev embedding theorem implies
that H2(Ω) ↪→ W 1,q′(Ω). Moreover, the model problem (5) is well-posed owing to the
Lax–Milgram lemma.

The weak formulation of the biharmonic problem with type (II) BC’s is as follows: Find
u(II) ∈ H1

0 (Ω) ∩H2(Ω) such that

(∇2u(II),∇2v)Ω = `(v), ∀v ∈ H1
0 (Ω) ∩H2(Ω). (6)

Owing to the Lax–Milgram lemma, this problem is well-posed (recall that the H2-seminorm
defines a norm on H1

0 (Ω)∩H2(Ω)). We also observe that the weak formulations (5) and (6)
employ the same bilinear form and the same right-hand side; only the trial and test spaces
differ.

2.3 Key identity under the classical regularity assumption

Before stating our main result based on our new regularity assumption (Assumption 1.1), it
is useful to illustrate the main idea under the classical regularity assumption f ∈ H−2+s(Ω)
and u ∈ H2+s(Ω) with s ∈ ( 1

2 , 1].

Lemma 2.1 (Key identity) Let s ∈ ( 1
2 , 1]. The following holds for all v ∈ H2+s(Ω) and

all w ∈ H2(Th) ∩H2−s
0 (Ω):

〈∆2v, w〉H−2+s,H2−s
0

=
∑
K∈Th

{
(∇2v,∇2wK)K − (∂nnv, ∂nwK)∂K

}
. (7)

Proof. The proof hinges on a density argument. We consider a mollified sequence of func-
tions vδ ∈ C∞(Ω) such that limδ→0 vδ = v in H2+s(Ω). We apply (3) to vδ|K and wK := w|K
for all K ∈ Th, and sum the result cellwise. This gives

(∆2vδ, w)Ω =
∑
K∈Th

{
(∇2vδ,∇2wK)K+(∂n∆vδ, wK)∂K−(∂nnvδ, ∂nwK)∂K−(∂ntvδ, ∂twK)∂K

}
.

The left-hand side is equal to 〈∆2vδ, w〉H−2+s,H2−s
0

. Moreover, the second and fourth sum-

mations on the right-hand side vanish. For the second summation, this follows from the fact
that ∂n∆vδ is single-valued at the mesh interfaces, whereas w is single-valued at the mesh
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interfaces and vanishes at the mesh boundary faces. Similar arguments are invoked for the
fourth summation. Altogether, we obtain

〈∆2vδ, w〉H−2+s,H2−s
0

=
∑
K∈Th

{
(∇2vδ,∇2wK)K − (∂nnvδ, ∂nwK)∂K

}
.

We can now pass to the limit δ → 0. This is straightforward for the right-hand side,
whereas for the left-hand side, we use [22, Theorem 1.4.4.6] which gives limδ→0 ∆2vδ → ∆2v
in H−2+s(Ω). This proves the identity (7).

�

Remark 2.2 (Literature) The identity from Lemma 2.1 is classical; see, e.g., [2]. The
present proof is, however, different. The advantages are that it avoids the decomposition
of the solution into singular and regular parts and that it works seamlessly in any space
dimension.

2.4 Key identity under the new regularity assumption

Extending the identity from Lemma 2.1 to the more general setting of Assumption 1.1
requires giving a meaning to the trace of second-order derivatives on each mesh face indi-
vidually. Before doing this, we briefly recall some material from [19] which was originally
devised in the context of second-order elliptic problems.

Let p and q be two real numbers as in Assumption 1.1, i.e., p > 2 and q ∈ ( 2d
d+2 , 2].

Let % ∈ (2, p] be such that q ≥ %d
%+d (this is indeed possible since the function x 7→ xd

x+d is

increasing on [2,∞)) and let %′ ∈ [1, 2) be such that 1
% + 1

%′ = 1. It is shown in [19] that for
every mesh cell K ∈ Th, it is possible to give a meaning separately on every face F ∈ F∂K
to the normal component of fields in

V d(K) := {σ ∈ Lp(K) | ∇·σ ∈ Lq(K)}. (8)

Specifically, one defines the operator γd
K,F : V d(K) → (W

1
% ,%
′
(F ))′ such that for all φ ∈

W
1
% ,%
′
(F ),

〈γd
K,F (σ), φ〉F :=

∫
K

(
σ·∇LKF (φ) + (∇·σ)LKF (φ)

)
dx, (9)

where LKF : W
1
% ,%
′
(F ) → W 1,%′(K) is a face-to-cell lifting operator satisfying LFK(φ)|F = φ

and LFK(φ)|F∂K\F = 0 (see [19, Lemma 3.1]). Notice that γd
K,F (σ) = (σ·nK)|F whenever

the field σ is smooth. Consider now the functional space

V(2)(Ω) := {v ∈W 1,p(Ω) | ∆v ∈ Lq(Ω)}. (10)

(The superscript refers to the context of second-order PDEs.) We have (∇v)|K ∈ V d(K)

for all v ∈ V(2)(Ω) and all K ∈ Th. Moreover, since ρ > 2, we have (wK)|F ∈ W
1
% ,%
′
(F )

for all w ∈ H1(Th), all K ∈ Th, and all F ∈ F∂K . Therefore, it is meaningful to define the
following bilinear form for all v ∈ V(2)(Ω) and all w ∈ H1(Th):

n
(2)
] (v, w) :=

∑
K∈Th

{ ∑
F∈F i

∂K

〈γd
K,F (∇v), wK|F − {{w}}F 〉F +

∑
F∈Fb

∂K

〈γd
K,F (∇v), wK|F 〉F

}
.

(11)

Since wK|F − {{w}}F = 1
2 (nF ·nK)[[wh]]F for all F ∈ F i

∂K , we observe that the bilinear
form defined in (11) coincides with the one defined in [19, Equ. (3.12)] upon setting therein
θK,F = 1

2 if F ∈ F i
∂K and θK,F = 1 otherwise. Hence, invoking [19, Lemma 3.3], we infer

that for all v ∈ V(2)(Ω) and all w ∈ H1(Th), the following important relation holds:

−(∆v, w)Ω =
∑
K∈Th

(∇v,∇wK)K − n(2)
] (v, w). (12)
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We are now ready to address the biharmonic problem. We define the functional space

V(4)(Ω) := {v ∈W 2,p(Ω) | ∆v ∈W 1,q(Ω)}. (13)

(The superscript refers to the context of fourth-order PDEs.) We also define the following
bilinear form for all v ∈ V(4)(Ω) and all w ∈ H2(Th):

n
(4)
] (v, w) :=

∑
i∈{1:d}

n
(2)
] (∂iv, ∂iw). (14)

This definition is meaningful since for all v ∈ V(4)(Ω) and all w ∈ H2(Th), we have ∂iv ∈
V(2)(Ω) with ∂iw ∈ H1(Th), for all i ∈ {1:d}.

Lemma 2.3 (Key identity) The following holds for all v ∈ V(4)(Ω) and all w ∈ H2(Th)∩
H1

0 (Ω):

〈∆2v, w〉W−1,q,W 1,q
0

=
∑
K∈Th

(∇2v,∇2wK)K − n(4)
] (v, w). (15)

Proof. Since ∆v ∈ W 1,q(Ω), we have ∆2v = ∆(∆v) ∈ W−1,q(Ω). Moreover, since w ∈
H1

0 (Ω), we infer that

〈∆2v, w〉
W−1,q,W 1,q′

0

= −(∇∆v,∇w)Ω =
∑

i∈{1:d}

−(∆∂iv, ∂iw)Ω.

For all i ∈ {1:d}, we have ∂iv ∈ V(2)(Ω) and ∂iw ∈ H1(Th). Applying (12) to the right-hand
side of the above equation, we obtain

〈∆2v, w〉
W−1,q,W 1,q′

0

=
∑

i∈{1:d}

∑
K∈Th

(∇∂iv,∇∂iwK)K −
∑

i∈{1:d}

n
(2)
] (∂iv, ∂iw).

The conclusion is straightforward by definition of the Hessian and of n
(4)
] .

�
The following reformulation of n

(4)
] will be useful in our analysis. Let us set nF,i := nF ·ei

for all i ∈ {1:d}, where (ei)i∈{1:d} denotes the canonical Cartesian basis of Rd.

Lemma 2.4 (Reformulation of n
(4)
] ) For all v ∈ V(4)(Ω) and w ∈ H2(Th) ∩H1

0 (Ω), we
have

n
(4)
] (v, w) =

∑
K∈Th

∑
i∈{1:d}

{ ∑
F∈F i

∂K

〈γd
K,F (∇∂iv), nF,inF ·((∇wK)|F − {{∇w}}F )〉F

+
∑

F∈Fb
∂K

〈γd
K,F (∇∂iv), nF,inF ·(∇wK)|F 〉F

}
.

(16)

Proof. We first use the definitions of n
(2)
] and n

(4)
] to write

n
(4)
] (v, w) =

∑
K∈Th

∑
i∈{1:d}

{ ∑
F∈F i

∂K

〈γd
K,F (∇∂iv), (∂iwK)|F−{{∂iw}}F 〉F+

∑
F∈Fb

∂K

〈γd
K,F (∇∂iv), (∂iwK)|F 〉F

}
.

We observe that for all K ∈ Th and all F ∈ F∂K ,

(∂iwK)|F = ei·(∇wK)|F = nF,inF ·(∇wK)|F + ei·(∇twK)|F ,

where (∇twK)|F denotes the tangential gradient of wK on F . Since w ∈ H1
0 (Ω), this quantity

is single-valued on every mesh interface F ∈ F i
h and vanishes on every mesh boundary face

F ∈ Fb
h . Moreover, since ∇∂iv has an integrable divergence on Ω by assumption, we infer

that for all F = ∂K1 ∩ ∂K2 ∈ F i
h,∑

j∈{1,2}

〈γd
Kj ,F (∇∂iv), φ〉F = 0, ∀φ ∈W

1
% ,%
′
(F ). (17)
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This implies that∑
K∈Th

∑
F∈F∂K

〈γd
K,F (∇∂iv), (∂iwK)|F 〉F =

∑
K∈Th

∑
F∈F∂K

〈γd
K,F (∇∂iv), nF,inF ·(∇wK)|F 〉F .

A similar reasoning shows that∑
K∈Th

∑
F∈F i

∂K

〈γd
K,F (∇∂iv), {{∂iw}}F 〉F =

∑
K∈Th

∑
F∈F i

∂K

〈γd
K,F (∇∂iv), nF,inF ·{{∇w}}〉F . (18)

Combining the two above identities proves the assertion.
�

Remark 2.5 (Simplifications) Both terms in (18) actually vanish owing to (17). This
means that for all v ∈ V(4)(Ω) and all w ∈ H2(Th), we have

n
(4)
] (v, w) =

∑
K∈Th

∑
F∈F∂K

∑
i∈{1:d}

〈γd
K,F (∇∂iv), (∂iwK)|F 〉F , (19a)

and whenever w ∈ H2(Th) ∩H1
0 (Ω), we also have

n
(4)
] (v, w) =

∑
K∈Th

∑
F∈F∂K

∑
i∈{1:d}

〈γd
K,F (∇∂iv), nF,inF ·(∇wK)|F 〉F . (19b)

However, the expressions (14) and (16) are those that are needed in this work because we
will extend the domain of the first argument v to spaces containing functions which are only
piecewise smooth and for which (17) no longer holds true. In this situation, it is important
to use (14) and (16) and not (19).

3 Discrete setting for C0-HHO methods

In this section, we introduce the key ingredients to formulate C0-HHO methods to approx-
imate the biharmonic problem with both types of BC’s. The starting point for the present
C0-HHO methods are the fully discontinuous HHO methods from [13]. While the latter
methods rely on a triple of discrete unknowns, approximating the solution in each mesh
cell, its trace on each mesh face, and the trace of its normal derivative (oriented by nF )
on each mesh face, the present C0-HHO methods only rely on a pair of discrete unknowns,
approximating the solution in each mesh cell and the trace of its normal derivative on each
mesh face.

3.1 Local reconstruction, stabilization, and stability

Let k ≥ 0 be the polynomial degree. Recall that we consider a mesh Th from a shape-regular
family of simplical meshes such that Th covers Ω exactly. For every mesh cell K ∈ Th, the
local C0-HHO space is

V̂ kK := Pk+2(K)× Pk(F∂K), (20)

with the broken polynomial space Pk(F∂K) := ×F∈F∂K
Pk(F ). A generic element in V̂ kK is

denoted v̂K = (vK , γ∂K) with vK ∈ Pk+2(K) and γ∂K ∈ Pk(F∂K). The first component of
v̂K aims at representing the solution inside the mesh cell and the second the trace of its
normal derivative (oriented by nK) on the cell boundary.

Let K ∈ Th. We define the local reconstruction operator RK : V̂ kK → Pk+2(K) such that,

for all v̂K ∈ V̂ kK with v̂K := (vK , γ∂K), the polynomial RK(v̂K) ∈ Pk+2(K) is uniquely
defined by solving the following problem with test functions w ∈ Pk+2(K)⊥ := {w ∈
Pk+2(K) | (w, ξ)K = 0,∀ξ ∈ P1(K)}:

(∇2RK(v̂K),∇2w)K = (∇2vK ,∇2w)K − (∂nvK − γ∂K , ∂nnw)∂K , (21)
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together with the condition (RK(v̂K), ξ)K = (vK , ξ)K for all ξ ∈ P1(K). The local stabiliza-

tion bilinear form is defined such that, for all (v̂K , ŵK) ∈ V̂ kK × V̂ kK , with v̂K := (vK , γ∂K)
and ŵK := (wK , χ∂K),

S∂K(v̂K , ŵK) := h−1
K

(
Πk
∂K(γ∂K − ∂nvK), χ∂K − ∂nwK

)
∂K
, (22)

where Πk
∂K denotes the L2-orthogonal projection onto Pk(F∂K).

We define the local bilinear form aK on V̂ kK × V̂ kK such that

aK(v̂K , ŵK) := (∇2RK(v̂K),∇2RK(ŵK))K + S∂K(v̂K , ŵK). (23)

We define the local energy seminorm such that, for all v̂K := (vK , γ∂K) ∈ V̂ kK ,

|v̂K |2V̂ k
K

:= ‖∇2vK‖2K + h−1
K ‖γ∂K − ∂nvK‖

2
∂K . (24)

Lemma 3.1 (Local stability and boundedness) There is a real number α > 0, depend-
ing only on the mesh shape-regularity and the polynomial degree k, such that, for all h > 0,
all K ∈ Th, and all v̂K ∈ V̂ kK ,

α|v̂K |2V̂ k
K

≤ ‖∇2RK(v̂K)‖2K + S∂K(v̂K , v̂K) ≤ α−1|v̂K |2V̂ k
K

. (25)

Proof. The proof proceeds as that of [13, Lemma 4.1].
�

3.2 Global discrete spaces and discrete problems

Let Pg
k+2(Th) denote the usual C0-conforming finite element space composed of continuous,

piecewise polynomials of degree at most (k + 2) on the mesh Th (the superscript g refers to
the integrability of the gradient of functions in Pg

k+2(Th)). We set

V̂ kh := Pg
k+2(Th)× V kFh

, V kFh
:= Pk(Fh), (26)

with the broken polynomial space Pk(Fh) := ×F∈Fh
Pk(F ). We also define the following

subspaces accounting for (homogeneous) boundary conditions:

V k+2
Th,0 := Pg

k+2(Th) ∩H1
0 (Ω), V kFh,0

:= {γFh
∈ V kFh

| γFh|F = 0, ∀F ∈ Fb
h}. (27)

The global C0-HHO spaces used to approximate the biharmonic problems are then defined
as follows:

V̂
k,(I)
h := V k+2

Th,0 × V
k
Fh,0

, V̂
k,(II)
h := V k+2

Th,0 × V
k
Fh
, (28)

for type (I) and type (II) BC’s, respectively. This means that the boundary condition u = 0 is
directly enforced on the trace of the cell unknowns at the boundary, the boundary condition
∂nu = 0 for type (I) BC’s is directly enforced on the discrete unknowns representing the
normal derivative at the mesh boundary faces, and the boundary condition ∂nnu = 0 is not
enforced directly, but in a natural way (i.e., it results from the discrete problem). Notice

also that V̂
k,(I)
h ⊂ V̂ k,(II)h .

Any member of V̂
k,(I)
h or V̂

k,(II)
h is generically denoted by v̂h := ((vK)K∈Th , (γF )F∈Fh

),
and for every mesh cell K ∈ Th, the local components of v̂h are collected in the pair
v̂K := (vK , γ∂K) ∈ V̂ kK with γ∂K |F := (nF ·nK)γF for all F ∈ F∂K . The global bilinear
form is assembled cellwise from the contributions of all the mesh cells, yielding

ah(v̂h, ŵh) :=
∑
K∈Th

aK(v̂K , ŵK). (29)

The discrete problems are as follows:

• For type (I) BC’s, one seeks û
(I)
h ∈ V̂

k,(I)
h such that

ah(û
(I)
h , ŵh) = `(wTh), ∀wh ∈ V̂ k,(I)h . (30)
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• For type (II) BC’s, one seeks û
(II)
h ∈ V̂ k,(II)h such that

ah(û
(II)
h , ŵh) = `(wTh), ∀wh ∈ V̂ k,(II)h . (31)

Notice that the discrete problems (30) and (31) employ the same discrete bilinear form ah
and the same right-hand side; only the discrete trial and test spaces differ. We also observe

that the above right-hand sides are meaningful since V k+2
Th,0 ⊂W

1,q′

0 (Ω).

Both spaces V̂
k,(I)
h and V̂

k,(II)
h are equipped with the norm

‖v̂h‖2V̂ k
h

:=
∑
K∈Th

|v̂K |2V̂ k
K

, (32)

with the local energy seminorm |·|V̂ k
K

defined in (24). To verify that this indeed defines a

norm on V̂
k,(II)
h (and thus also on V̂

k,(I)
h ), we notice that if v̂h = (vTh , γFh

) ∈ V̂ k,(II)h satisfies
‖v̂h‖V̂ k

h
= 0, then vTh is a globally affine function in Ω which vanishes at the boundary ∂Ω,

so that vTh = 0; moreover, γFh
coincides on each mesh face with the trace of the normal

derivative of vTh , so that vFh
= 0 as well. A direct consequence of the lower bound in (25)

is therefore that the global bilinear form ah is coercive on V̂
k,(II)
h (and thus also on V̂

k,(I)
h ).

Hence, both discrete problems (30) and (31) are well-posed owing to the Lax–Milgram
lemma.

Remark 3.2 (Static condensation) Unlike the fully discontinuous HHO methods from
[1, 13, 12] where all the the cell unknowns can be eliminated locally by a static condensation
procedure, C0-HHO methods are amenable to static condensation only if (k+2) ≥ (d+1) on
d-dimensional simplices, and in this case, only the so-called cell bubble functions vanishing
on the cell boundary can be eliminated, as in classical C0-conforming FEM. Notice also that
static condensation is more delicate for C0-IPDG methods since only those bubble functions
having a zero second-order derivative at the cell boundary can be locally eliminated.

3.3 Analysis tools and local HHO interpolation operator

For the reader’s convenience, let us briefly restate some classical discrete inverse inequalities
and polynomial approximation properties on shape-regular families of simplicial meshes.
The results are classical, and we refer the reader, e.g., to [17, Chap. 9-11] for the proofs.
In the rest of this paper, we use the symbol C to denote any positive generic constant (its
value can change at each occurrence) that is independent of h > 0, the considered mesh cell
K ∈ Th, and the considered function in the inequality. The value of C can depend on the
shape-regularity parameter ρ of the mesh sequence and the polynomial degree (whenever
relevant).

Lemma 3.3 (Discrete inverse inequalities) Let l ≥ 0 be a polynomial degree. There is
C such that for all h > 0, all K ∈ Th, all p ∈ [1,∞], and all vh ∈ Pl(K),

‖vh‖∂K ≤ Ch
− 1

2

K ‖vh‖K , (33)

‖∇vh‖K ≤ Ch−1
K ‖vh‖K , (34)

‖vh‖Lp(K) ≤ Ch
d( 1

p−
1
2 )

K ‖vh‖K . (35)

Lemma 3.4 (Multiplicative trace inequality) There is C such that for all h > 0, all
K ∈ Th, and all v ∈ H1(K),

‖v‖∂K ≤ C
(
h
− 1

2

K ‖v‖K + h
1
2

K‖∇v‖K
)
. (36)

Lemma 3.5 (Polynomial approximation) Let l ≥ 1 be the polynomial degree and let
d ∈ {2, 3} (so that l+ 1 > d

2 ). let Llh be the H1-conforming Lagrange interpolation operator
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onto Pg
l (Th). There is C such that for all r > d

2 , all m ∈ {0, . . . , brc}, all p ∈ [1,∞], all
h > 0, all K ∈ Th, and all v ∈ Hr(K),

hmK‖v − LlK(v)‖Hm(K) + h
d( 1

2−
1
p )

K ‖v − LlK(v)‖Lp(K) ≤ ChtK |v|Ht(K), (37)

where t := min{r, l + 1}.

Let us briefly highlight some useful consequences of Lemma 3.5. First, taking l = 1,
r = 2, and m ∈ {0, 1} in (37) shows that for all h > 0, all K ∈ Th, and all v ∈ H2(K),

‖v − L1
K(v)‖K + hK‖∇(v − L1

K(v))‖K ≤ Ch2
K‖∇2v‖K . (38)

Then, for all v ∈ H2(K), setting z := v − Lk+2
K (v) for any polynomial degree k ≥ 0,

and observing that L1
K(z) = 0 since L1

K ◦ L
k+2
K = L1

K , we infer from (38) that ‖∇z‖K ≤
ChK‖∇2z‖K . Hence, owing to the multiplicative trace inequality (36), we have h

− 1
2

K ‖∇z‖∂K ≤
C‖∇2z‖K , i.e.,

h
− 1

2

K ‖∇(v − Lk+2
K (v))‖∂K ≤ C‖∇2(v − Lk+2

K (v))‖K . (39)

Remark 3.6 (H1-conforming quasi-interpolation operator) The lower bound r > d
2

is not really a restriction for the biharmonic problem in space dimension d ∈ {2, 3} since
the weak solution always sits in H2(Ω). In higher space dimension, the restriction r > d

2
can be lifted by invoking a quasi-interpolation operator onto Pg

l (Th) instead of the Lagrange
interpolation operator; we refer the reader to [26, 16] for examples of quasi-interpolation
operators that can be considered.

For every mesh cell K ∈ Th, we define the local HHO reduction operator ÎkK : H2(K)→
V̂ kK such that, for all v ∈ H2(K),

ÎkK(v) := (Lk+2
K (v),Πk

∂K(nK ·∇v)) ∈ V̂ kK . (40)

This definition is meaningful since H2(K) ↪→ C0(K) for d ∈ {2, 3}. In addition, we define
the local HHO interpolation operator

Jhho
K := RK ◦ ÎkK : H2(K)→ Pk+2(K). (41)

In what follows, we need to measure the HHO interpolation error in some augmented norm
which reflects Assumption 1.1. Specifically, we set

‖v‖2],K := ‖∇2v‖2K + h
2d( 1

2−
1
p )

K ‖∇2v‖2Lp(K) + h
2+2d( 1

2−
1
q )

K ‖∇∆v‖2Lq(K), (42)

for all v ∈W 2,p(K) with ∆v ∈W 1,q(K) (recall that p > 2 and q ∈ ( 2d
d+2 , 2]).

Lemma 3.7 (HHO interpolation error) In the above setting, the following holds for all
K ∈ Th:

‖v − Jhho
K (v)‖2],K + S∂K(ÎkK(v), ÎkK(v)) ≤ C‖v − Lk+2

K (v)‖2],K . (43)

Proof. (1) Let us first bound ‖v − Jhho
K (v)‖],K . The triangle inequality followed by the

discrete inverse inequalities from Lemma 3.3 implies that

‖v − Jhho
K (v)‖],K ≤ ‖v − Lk+2

K (v)‖],K + ‖Jhho
K (v)− Lk+2

K (v)‖],K
≤ ‖v − Lk+2

K (v)‖],K + C‖∇2(Jhho
K (v)− Lk+2

K (v))‖K ,

so that we only need to bound the last term on the right-hand side. A straightforward
calculation using the definition (21) of RK shows that, for all w ∈ Pk+2(K),

(∇2Jhho
K (v),∇2w)K = (∇2Lk+2

K (v),∇2w)K − (∂nLk+2
K (v)−Πk

∂K(∂nv), ∂nnw)∂K

= (∇2Lk+2
K (v),∇2w)K − (∂n(Lk+2

K (v)− v), ∂nnw)∂K ,
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together with the relation (Jhho
K (v), ξ)K = (Lk+2

K (v), ξ)K , for all ξ ∈ P1(K). Re-arranging

the terms, taking w = Jhho
K (v) − Lk+2

K (v), and using the discrete trace inverse inequality
(33) gives

‖∇2(Jhho
K (v)− Lk+2

K (v))‖K ≤ Ch
− 1

2

K ‖∂n(Lk+2
K (v)− v)‖∂K .

Bounding the right-hand side using (39) leads to

‖∇2(Jhho
K (v)− Lk+2

K (v))‖K ≤ C‖∇2(v − Lk+2
K (v))‖K .

Putting the above bounds together shows that ‖v− Jhho
K (v)‖],K ≤ C‖v−Lk+2

K (v)‖],K since
the ‖·‖],K-norm controls the H2(K)-seminorm.

(2) Let us now bound S∂K(ÎkK(v), ÎkK(v)). We have

S∂K(ÎkK(v), ÎkK(v)) = h−1
K ‖Π

k
∂K(Πk

∂K(∂nv)− ∂n(Lk+2
K (v)))‖2∂K ≤ h−1

K ‖∂n(v − Lk+2
K (v))‖2∂K ,

since Πk
∂K ◦ Πk

∂K = Πk
∂K and Πk

∂K is L2-stable. The right-hand side is bounded by means
of (39), yielding

S∂K(ÎkK(v), ÎkK(v)) ≤ C‖∇2(v − Lk+2
K (v))‖2K .

Since the ‖·‖],K-norm controls the H2(K)-seminorm, this concludes the proof.
�

It is convenient to define global versions of the above operators and norms. The global
HHO reduction operator Îkh : H2(Ω)→ V̂ kh is defined such that, for all v ∈ H2(Ω),

Îkh(v) :=
(
(Lk+2

K (v))K∈Th , (Π
k
F (nF ·(∇v)|F ))F∈Fh

)
∈ V̂ kh , (44)

so that the local components of Îkh(v) are ÎkK(v|K) for all K ∈ Th. We also notice that

Îkh(v) ∈ V̂ k,(II)h if v ∈ H1
0 (Ω) since the Lagrange interpolation operator preserves the homo-

geneous Dirichlet boundary condition. Moreover, we have Îkh(v) ∈ V̂ k,(I)h if v ∈ H2
0 (Ω). Fur-

thermore, the global HHO interpolation operator is defined such that Jhho
h (v)|K := Jhho

K (v|K)
for all K ∈ Th and all v ∈ H2(Ω). Finally, we define the global augmented norm such that
‖v‖2],h :=

∑
K∈Th ‖v|K‖

2
],K for all v ∈ V(4)(Ω).

4 Error analysis

In this section, we perform the error analysis under Assumption 1.1. For completeness, we
also outline the main arguments for the error analysis of C0-IPDG methods. In all cases,
the main step is to bound the consistency error by making use of the key identity established
in Lemma 2.3.

4.1 Preliminaries

Before bounding the consistency error, we need to slightly adapt the bilinear form n
(4)
]

introduced in Section 2.4. Recall the functional space V(4)(Ω) := {v ∈ W 2,p(Ω) | ∆v ∈
W 1,q(Ω)}, p > 2, q ∈ ( 2d

d+2 , 2] (see (13)) and that n
(4)
] is defined on V(4)(Ω)×H2(Th) using

(14) or equivalently (16).

The first adaptation is to allow for discrete functions as the first argument of n
(4)
] . Since

functions in Pg
k+2(Th) are piecewise smooth, n

(4)
] can be extended to (V(4)(Ω) +Pg

k+2(Th))×
H2(Th). Moreover, since γd

K,F (∇∂ivh) = (∂n∂ivK)|F for all vh ∈ Pg
k+2(Th) (with the notation

vK := vh|K), a straightforward calculation starting from (16) shows that for all vh, wh ∈
Pg
k+2(Th),

n
(4)
] (vh, wh) =

∑
F∈Fh

({{∂nnvh}}F , [[∇wh]]F ·nF )F , (45)
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where the second-normal derivative is understood to act cellwise on vh. This identity is
important when analyzing the C0-IPDG method (see Section 4.4).

However, when analyzing the C0-HHO method, a second adaptation is necessary since
discrete test functions in the C0-HHO method have two components, one attached to the
mesh cells and one to the mesh faces, and not just one as in the C0-IPDG method. Thus,
inspired from (16), we now introduce the following bilinear form on (V(4)(Ω) + Pg

k+2(Th))×
V̂
k,(II)
h (recall that V̂

k,(I)
h ⊂ V̂ k,(II)h ):

n̂
(4)
] (v, ŵh) :=

∑
K∈Th

∑
F∈F∂K

∑
i∈{1:d}

〈γd
K,F (∇∂iv), nF,i(nF ·(∇wK)|F − χF )〉F . (46)

Recall the notation ŵh = (wTh , χFh
) with wTh = (wK)K∈Th and χFh

= (χF )F∈Fh
and that

the local components of ŵh associated with the mesh cell K ∈ Th are ŵK = (wK , χ∂K =
((nK ·nF )χF )F∈F∂K

).

Lemma 4.1 (Identities for n̂
(4)
] ) The following holds for all vh ∈ Pg

k+2(Th), all v ∈
V(4)(Ω), and all ŵh ∈ V̂ k,(II)h :

n̂
(4)
] (vh, ŵh) =

∑
K∈Th

(∇2vK ,∇2(wK −RK(ŵK)))K , (47)

n̂
(4)
] (v, ŵh) = n

(4)
] (v, wTh)−

∑
F∈Fb

h

∑
i∈{1:d}

〈γd
K,F (∇∂iv), nF,iχF 〉F , (48)

where in the summation over all F ∈ Fb
h , K ∈ Th denotes the unique mesh cell such that

F = ∂K ∩ ∂Ω.

Proof. (1) Proof of (47). Since vh is piecewise smooth, we have γd
K,F (∇∂ivK)|F = (nK ·∇∂ivK)|F

for all K ∈ Th and all F ∈ F∂K , so that∑
i∈{1:d}

〈γd
K,F (∇∂ivK)|F , nF,i(nF ·(∇wK)|F − χF )〉F =

∫
F

∂nnvK(∂nwK − χ∂K) ds,

where all the normal derivatives are understood to be oriented by nK . Therefore, we obtain

n̂
(4)
] (vh, ŵh) =

∑
K∈Th

(∂nnvK , ∂nwK − χ∂K)∂K .

Recalling the definition (21) of the reconstruction operator RK applied to ŵK proves (47).

(2) Proof of (48). Using the expression (16) for n
(4)
] , we infer that

n̂
(4)
] (v, ŵh)− n(4)

] (v, wTh) =
∑
K∈Th

∑
i∈{1:d}

{ ∑
F∈F i

∂K

〈γd
K,F (∇∂iv), nF,i(nF ·{{∇wTh}}F − χF )〉F

−
∑

F∈Fb
∂K

〈γd
K,F (∇∂iv), nF,iχF 〉F

}
.

Re-organizing the summation over the mesh interfaces yields

n̂
(4)
] (v, ŵh)− n(4)

] (v, wTh) =
∑
F∈F i

h

∑
i∈{1:d}

∑
j∈{1,2}

〈γd
Kj ,F (∇∂iv), nF,i(nF ·{{∇wTh}}F − χF )〉F

−
∑
F∈Fb

h

∑
i∈{1:d}

〈γd
K1,F (∇∂iv), nF,iχF 〉F ,

recalling the notation F = ∂K1∩∂K2 for all F ∈ F i
h. Since the first term on the right-hand

side vanishes owing to (16), we conclude that (48) holds true.
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If the function v is smooth, we have

∑
i∈{1:d}〈γd

K,F (∇∂iv), nF,iχF 〉F =
∫
F

(∂nnv)χF ds.

Thus, we expect that the right-hand side of (48) vanishes when applied with the first ar-
gument equal to the weak solution of (6) (type (II) BC’s). The same property holds when
considering the weak solution of (5) (type (I) BC’s) since, in this case, the face component
of the test function vanishes at the boundary faces. Les us now formalize these arguments.

Lemma 4.2 (Identity for weak solution) (i) Type (I) BC’s: Assume the weak solution
u(I) to (5) is in V(4)(Ω). Then, we have

n̂
(4)
] (u(I), ŵh) = n

(4)
] (u(I), wTh), ∀ŵh ∈ V̂ k,(I)h . (49a)

(ii) Type (ii) BC’s: Assume the weak solution u(II) to (6) is in V(4)(Ω). Then, we have

n̂
(4)
] (u(II), ŵh) = n

(4)
] (u(II), wTh), ∀ŵh ∈ V̂ k,(II)h . (49b)

Proof. (1) Proof of (49a). The identity is a simple consequence of (48) and the fact that

χF = 0 for all F ∈ Fb
h whenever ŵh = (wTh , χFh

) ∈ V̂ k,(I)h .
(2) Proof of (49b). Let us prove that for all F ∈ Fb

h , we have∑
i∈{1:d}

〈γd
K,F (∇∂iu(II)), nF,iχF 〉F = 0, (50)

where K ∈ Th is the unique mesh cell such that F = ∂K ∩∂Ω. Invoking [21, p. 17], we infer
that there is φχ ∈ H1

0 (K) ∩ H2(K), (∂nφχ)|F ′ = 0 for all F ′ ∈ F i
∂K and (∂nφχ)|F = χF .

Let φ̃χ denote the zero-extension of φχ to H1
0 (Ω)∩H2(Ω). Using φ̃χ as test function in the

weak formulation (6) and since ∆u ∈W 1,q(Ω) and φ̃χ ∈W 1,q′

0 (Ω), we obtain

0 = (∇2u(II),∇2φ̃χ)Ω + (∇∆u(II),∇φ̃χ)Ω

= (∇2u(II),∇2φχ)K + (∇∆u(II),∇φχ)K =
∑

i∈{1:d}

{
(∇∂iu(II),∇(∂iφχ))K + (∆∂iu

(II), ∂iφχ)K

}
.

Moreover, we have∑
i∈{1:d}

〈γd
K,F (∇∂iu(II)), nF,iχF )〉F =

∑
i∈{1:d}

〈γd
K,F (∇∂iu(II)), (∂iφχ)|F 〉F (51)

=
∑

i∈{1:d}

{
(∇∂iu(II),∇LKF (∂iφχ))K + (∆∂iu

(II), LKF (∂iφχ))K

}
,

where we used that the tangential derivative of φχ vanishes on F and the definition (9) of
the normal operator γd

K,F . Subtracting the above two relations gives∑
i∈{1:d}

〈γd
K,F (∇∂iu(II)), nF,iχF )〉F =

∑
i∈{1:d}

{
(∇∂iu(II),∇δi)K + (∆∂iu

(II), δi)K

}
, (52)

with δi := LKF (∂iφξ) − ∂iφξ. We observe that δi ∈ W 1,%′

0 (K) ∩ L2(K). Considering a

sequence (δi,ε)ε>0 in C∞0 (K) which converges to δi in W 1,%′(K)∩L2(K) as ε→ 0 and since∑
i∈{1:d}

{
(∇(∂iu

(II)),∇δi,ε)K + (∆(∂iu
(II)), δi,ε)K

}
= 0 for all ε > 0, we conclude that (50)

holds true. Summing over the mesh boundary faces and invoking (48) proves (49b). �
We close this section by stating a boundedness estimate on the bilinear form n̂

(4)
] . We

omit the proof since it follows the arguments from [19, Lemma 3.2].

Lemma 4.3 (Boundedness of n̂
(4)
] ) The following holds for all v ∈ (V(4)(Ω) +Pg

k+2(Th))

and all ŵh ∈ V̂ k,(II)h :

|n̂](v, ŵh)| ≤ C
( ∑
K∈Th

‖v‖2],K
) 1

2
( ∑
K∈Th

h−1
K ‖χ∂K − ∂nwK‖

2
∂K

) 1
2

. (53)
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4.2 Bound on consistency error

We define the consistency errors δ
(I)
h ∈ (V̂

k,(I)
h )′ and δ

(II)
h ∈ (V̂

k,(II)
h )′ such that

〈δ(I)h , ŵh〉 := `(wTh)− ah(Îkh(u(I)), ŵh), ∀ŵh ∈ V̂ k,(I)h , (54a)

〈δ(II)h , ŵh〉 := `(wTh)− ah(Îkh(u(II)), ŵh), ∀ŵh ∈ V̂ k,(II)h , (54b)

where the brackets refer to the duality pairing between (V̂
k,(I)
h )′ and V̂

k,(I)
h or between

(V̂
k,(II)
h )′ and V̂

k,(II)
h depending on the context. Recall that the spaces V̂

k,(I)
h and V̂

k,(II)
h are

equipped with the norm ‖·‖V̂ k
h

defined in (32). Recall also that the ‖·‖],K-norm is defined

in (42).

Lemma 4.4 (Consistency) Let δh denote either δ
(I)
h or δ

(II)
h , let u denote either u(I) or

u(II), and let V̂ kh denote either V̂
k,(I)
h or V̂

k,(II)
h . Assume that u ∈ V(4)(Ω). The following

holds:

〈δh, ŵh〉 ≤ C

( ∑
K∈Th

‖u− Lk+2
K (u)‖2],K

) 1
2

‖ŵh‖V̂ k
h
, ∀ŵh ∈ V̂ kh . (55)

Proof. Using the key identity (15) from Lemma 2.3 followed by the identity (49a) or the

identity (49b) from Lemma 4.1 depending on the context, we infer that for all ŵh ∈ V̂ kh ,

`(wTh) = 〈f, wTh〉W−1,q,W 1,q′
0

=
∑
K∈Th

(∇2u,∇2wK)K−n(4)
] (u,wTh) =

∑
K∈Th

(∇2u,∇2wK)K−n̂(4)
] (u, ŵh).

Moreover, using the identity (47) from Lemma 4.1 gives

ah(Îkh(u), ŵh) =
∑
K∈Th

{
(∇2Jhho

K (u),∇2wK)K + S∂K(ÎkK(u), ŵK)
}
− n̂(4)

] (Jhho
h (u), ŵh).

Thus, defining the function η := u − Jhho
h (u), i.e., η|K := u|K − Jhho

K (u|K) for all K ∈ Th,
we infer that

〈δh, ŵh〉 =
∑
K∈Th

{
(∇2η,∇2wK)K − S∂K(ÎkK(u), ŵK)

}
− n̂](η, ŵh). (56)

Let us denote by T1 the first two terms on the right-hand side and by T2 the third addend.
We bound T1,K by the same arguments as in previous section, yielding

|T1| ≤ C

( ∑
K∈Th

‖∇2η‖2K + ‖∇2(u− Lk+2
K (u))‖2K

) 1
2

‖ŵh‖V̂ k
h
.

Moreover, owing to (53), we have

|T2,K | ≤ C
( ∑
K∈Th

h
2d( 1

2−
1
p )

K ‖∇2η‖2Lp(K)+h
2+2d( 1

2−
1
q )

K ‖∇∆v‖2Lq(K)

) 1
2
( ∑
K∈Th

h−1
K ‖χ∂K−∂nwK‖

2
∂K

) 1
2

.

Altogether, this implies that

|〈δh, ŵh〉| ≤ C

( ∑
K∈Th

‖η‖2],K + ‖∇2(u− Lk+2
K (u))‖2K

) 1
2

‖ŵh‖V̂ k
h
.

Invoking Lemma 3.7 completes the proof.
�
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Remark 4.5 (Classical regularity assumption) For completeness, let us briefly sketch
how the consistency error is bounded under the classical regularity assumption u ∈ H2+s(Ω)

and f ∈ H−2+s(Ω), s ∈ ( 1
2 , 1]. As above, we let u denote either u(I) or u(II), and V̂ kh denote

either V̂
k,(I)
h or V̂

k,(II)
h . Starting from the identity from Lemma 2.1 and using that ∂nnu is

single-valued at every mesh interface F i
∂K and that either ∂nnu or χ∂K vanish at every mesh

boundary face F ∈ Fb
∂K depending on the type of BC that is enforced, we infer that for all

ŵh ∈ V̂ kh ,

〈f, wTh〉H−2+s,H2−s
0

=
∑
K∈Th

{
(∇2u,∇2wK)K − (∂nnu, ∂nwK − χ∂K)∂K

}
.

Furthermore, using the identity RK ◦ÎkK = Jhho
K from Lemma 3.7 together with the definition

(21) of RK(ŵK) leads to

ah(Îkh(u), ŵh) =
∑
K∈Th

{
(∇2Jhho

K (u),∇2wK)K − (∂nnJ
hho
K (u), ∂nwK − χ∂K)∂K + S∂K(ÎkK(u), ŵK)

}
.

Defining the function η cellwise as η|K := u|K − Jhho
K (u) for all K ∈ Th, we infer that

〈δh, ŵh〉 := 〈f, wTh〉H−2+s,H2−s
0
− ah(Îkh(u), ŵh)

=
∑
K∈Th

{
(∇2η,∇2wK)K − (∂nnη, ∂nwK − χ∂K)∂K − S∂K(ÎkK(u), ŵK)

}
.

Proceeding as above, it is then straightforward to establish that

〈δh, ŵh〉 ≤ C

( ∑
K∈Th

‖u− Lk+2
K (u)‖2],K

) 1
2

‖ŵh‖V̂ k
h
,

with ‖v‖2],K := ‖∇2v‖2K + hK‖∂nnv‖2∂K .

4.3 Error estimate

We are now ready to establish our main result concerning the error analysis.

Theorem 4.6 (Error estimate) Let u denote either the weak solution u(I) of (5) or the

weak solution u(II) of (6). Let ûh denote either the discrete solution û
(I)
h of (30) or the

discrete solution û
(II)
h of (31), respectively. Under Assumption 1.1, the following holds:∑
K∈Th

‖u−RK(ûK)‖2],K ≤ C
∑
K∈Th

‖u− Lk+2
K (u)‖2],K . (57)

Moreover, assuming u ∈ H2+s(Ω) with s > 0, and letting t := min{s, k + 1} as well as
It := 1 if t < 1 + d( 1

2 −
1
q ) and It := 0 otherwise, we have

∑
K∈Th

‖u−RK(ûK)‖2],K ≤ C
∑
K∈Th

(
htK |u|Ht+2(K) + Ith

1+d( 1
2−

1
q )

K ‖∇∆v‖2Lq(K)

)2

. (58)

Proof. (1) Let δh denote either δ
(I)
h or δ

(II)
h , and let V̂ kh denote either V̂

k,(I)
h or V̂

k,(II)
h

depending on the context. Set êh := Îkh(u)− ûh ∈ V̂ kh , so that ah(êh, êh) = −〈δh, êh〉. The
coercivity of the bilinear form ah implies that

α‖êh‖2V̂ k
h

≤ ah(êh, êh) = −〈δh, êh〉 ≤ ‖δh‖(V̂ k
h )′‖êh‖V̂ k

h
,
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so that ‖êh‖V̂ k
h
≤ 1

α‖δh‖(V̂ k
h )′ . Since

∑
K∈Th ‖∇

2RK(êK)‖2],K ≤
∑
K∈Th C‖∇

2RK(êK)‖2K ≤
C‖êh‖2V̂ k

h

owing to the upper bound in (25) and the inverse inequality (35), we infer from

Lemma 4.4 that ∑
K∈Th

‖∇2RK(êK)‖2],K ≤ C
∑
K∈Th

‖u− Lk+2
K (u)‖2],K .

Since u − RK(ûK) = (u − Jhho
K (u)) + RK(êK), the triangle inequality combined with

Lemma 3.7 and the above bound proves (57).
(2) The estimate (58) results from (57) and the approximation properties of Lk+2

K estab-
lished in Lemma 3.5.

�

4.4 Analysis for C0-IPDG methods

To illustrate that the key identity (15) from Lemma 2.3 has a broader applicability than
C0-HHO methods, we briefly outline here how this identity can be used in the error analysis
of C0-IPDG methods. Focusing for brevity on type (II) BC’s only, the C0-IPDG bilinear
form is defined as follows for all vh, wh ∈ V k+2

Th,0 := Pg
k+2(Th) ∩H1

0 (Ω):

aipdgh (vh, wh) :=
∑
K∈Th

(∇2vh,∇2wh)K +
∑
F∈F i

h

σFh
−1
F ([[∂nvh]]F , [[∂nwh]]F )F

−
∑
F∈F i

h

({{∂nnvh}}F , [[∂nwh]]F )F −
∑
F∈F i

h

([[∂nvh]]F , {{∂nnwh}}F )F ,
(59)

where all the normal derivatives are understood to be oriented by nF and with the user-
defined penalty parameter σF > 0. For type (I) BC’s, the three summations over the mesh
interfaces are realized over the whole set of mesh faces. The discrete problem consists of
finding uh ∈ V k+2

Th,0 such that

aipdgh (vh, wh) = `(wh) := 〈f, wh〉W−1,q,W 1,q′
0

, ∀wh ∈ V k+2
Th,0 . (60)

The stability analysis reveals that the bilinear form aipdgh is coercive on V k+2
Th,0 if the penalty

parameters σF are large enough; see, e.g., [2]. The coercivity norm is ‖wh‖2V k+2
Th,0

:=
∑
K∈Th ‖∇

2wh‖2K+∑
F∈F i

h
h−1
F ‖[[∂nwh]]F ‖2F .

The novelty here consists in bounding the consistency error under Assumption 1.1. Let

the bilinear form nipdg] be defined as n
(4)
] , except that the contributions of all the mesh

boundary faces F ∈ Fb
h are discarded. The arguments in the proof of (49b) show that

nipdg] (u,wh) = n
(4)
] (u,wh) for all wh ∈ V k+2

Th,0 . Therefore, using the key identity (15) from
Lemma 2.3 gives

〈f, wh〉W−1,q,W 1,q′
0

=
∑
K∈Th

(∇2u,∇2wh)K −n(4)
] (u,wh) =

∑
K∈Th

(∇2u,∇2wh)K −nipdg] (u,wh),

(61)
for all wh ∈ V k+2

Th,0 . Moreover, using the same proof as for (47), we establish the following

identity for all vh, wh ∈ V k+2
Th,0 :

nipdg] (vh, wh) =
∑
F∈F i

h

({{∂nnvh}}F , [[∂nwh]]F )F . (62)

Putting everything together and setting η := u − Lk+2
h (u), we can express the consistency
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error as follows:

〈δh, wh〉 := `(wh)− aipdgh (Lk+2
h (u), wh) (63)

=
∑
K∈Th

(∇2η,∇2wh)K +
∑
F∈F i

h

σFh
−1
F ([[∂nη]]F , [[∂nwh]]F )F

− nipdg] (η, wh)−
∑
F∈F i

h

([[∂nη]]F , {{∂nnwh}}F )F , (64)

where we used that [[∂nu]]F = 0 for all F ∈ F i
h. Using the same ‖·‖],K-norm as for

the C0-HHO method, and invoking the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, Lemma 4.3 to bound
nipdg] (η, wh), and the estimate (39) to estimate ∂nη at the mesh interfaces, we infer that

〈δh, wh〉 ≤ C

( ∑
K∈Th

‖u− Lk+2
K (u)‖2],K

) 1
2

‖wh‖V k+2
Th,0

, ∀wh ∈ V k+2
Th,0 . (65)

Finally, proceeding as above for the C0-HHO method readily leads the same error estimates.

5 Numerical examples

In this section, we present numerical examples illustrating our theoretical results on the
convergence of the C0-HHO method. We also compare the numerical performance of the
C0-HHO method to other (classical) C0-conforming methods from the literature. All the
computations were run with Matlab R2021b on the Cleps platform at INRIA Paris using 12
cores (all offering the same computational performance in terms of RAM and frequency), and
all the linear systems after static condensation (if applicable) are solved using the backslash
function (invoking Cholesky’s factorization).

5.1 Convergence rates for the C0-HHO method

We select f and type (I) BC’s on Ω := (0, 1)2 so that the exact solution is

u(x, y) := sin(πx)2 sin(πy)2 + e−(x−0.5)2−(y−0.5)2 .

We employ the polynomial degrees k ∈ {0, . . . , 4} and a sequence of successively refined
triangular meshes consisting of {32, 128, 512, 2048, 8192, 32768} cells. Despite an hp-error
analysis falls beyond the present scope, we weigh the stabilization terms in (22) by replacing
h−1
K by (k + 1)2h−1

K for all K ∈ Th.
Let us first verify the convergence rates obtained with the C0-HHO method with k ∈

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. We consider a sequence of successively refined triangular meshes. We measure
errors in the (broken) H2-seminorm and in the L2-norm, both quantities being evaluated
using the reconstruction of the HHO solution cellwise. The errors are reported in Figure 1
and the rates are reported in Table 1 as a function of DoFs1/2, where DoFs denotes the total
number of globally coupled discrete unknowns (that is, the face unknowns in addition with
unknowns in the C0-FEM without the bubble functions). We observe that the H2-error
converges at the optimal rate O(hk+1) as expected. The L2-error converges at the optimal
rate O(hk+3), except for k = 0 where the rate is only O(h2); all these rates are consistent
with what can be expected from a duality argument (not detailed herein for brevity.)

5.2 Comparison with C0-IPDG, HHO, DG and FEM

In this section, we compare the computational performance of C0-HHO with the C0-IPDG,
HHO, dG, Morley, and HCT methods on triangular meshes. We point out that we implement
the jump of the normal gradient for dG and C0-IPDG methods using the weight n∂(k +
1)2h−1

F for all F ∈ Fh, with n∂ = 4. In addition, we implement the jump of the trace term
for dG methods using the weight n∂(k + 1)6h−3

F for all F ∈ Fh.
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Figure 1: Convergence of C0-HHO method in H2- and L2-(semi)norms on triangular meshes.

H2 error k = 0 k = 1 k = 2 k = 3

#Th # DoFs H2 rate # DoFs H2 rate # DoFs H2 rate # DoFs H2 rate

32 137 — 281 — 457 — 665 —

128 497 0.99 1041 0.62 1713 2.69 2513 3.66

512 1889 1.00 4001 1.91 6625 2.87 9761 3.86

2048 7361 0.99 15681 1.96 26049 2.94 38465 3.93

8192 29057 0.98 62081 1.98 103197 2.97 152705 3.96

32768 115457 0.99 247041 1.99 411393 2.99 608513 -

L2 error k = 0 k = 1 k = 2 k = 3

#Th # DoFs L2 rate # DoFs L2 rate # DoFs L2 rate # DoFs L2 rate

32 137 — 281 — 457 — 665 —

128 497 1.76 1041 3.60 1713 4.62 2513 5.58

512 1889 1.90 4001 3.82 6625 4.82 9761 5.92

2048 7361 1.95 15681 3.92 26049 4.94 38465 5.82

8192 29057 1.97 62081 3.95 103197 - 152705 -

32768 115457 1.99 247041 - 411393 - 608513 -

Table 1: Convergence rates in H2- and L2-(semi)norms of C0-HHO on triangular meshes.

We first compare the C0-HHO method to the dG, HHO (more precisely, the so-called
HHO(A) method from [13]), and C0-IPDG methods. To put the C0-HHO and the other
methods on a fair comparison basis, we compare the C0-HHO and HHO methods with face
polynomial degree k ≥ 0 to the dG and C0-IPDG methods with cell polynomial degree
` = k + 2, so that all methods deliver the same decay rates on the H2-error. Moreover, all
the methods are assembled by using affine geometric mappings from a reference triangle.
Interestingly, we point out that using affine geometric mappings can accelerate the assem-
bling procedure about 4 to 8 times for DG and HHO methods in contrast with the use of a
physical basis in each mesh cell, see [3, Sec. 6] for detailed discussion.

A comparison of total DoFs, assembling time (including static condensation if applica-
ble), and condition number of the linear system (again after static condensation if applicable)
is presented in Table 2 for the four discretization methods. We consider a triangular mesh
with 32768 cells and let the polynomial degree vary from k = 0 to k = 3. Concerning
assembling time (the reported values are meaningful up to 5-10%), we observe that for the
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lowest-order cases (k ∈ {0, 1}), C0-HHO methods are the most effective, whereas for the
higher-order cases (k ∈ {2, 3}), C0-IPDG methods take slightly less time. Another interest-
ing observation is that C0-HHO methods spend about 20% to 30% less time for assembling
the linear system compared to (fully discontinuous) HHO methods and dG methods. Con-
cerning the condition number, the first observation is that the condition number for C0-HHO
and (fully discontinuous) HHO methods is comparable although the latter is about 10 to 30%
larger. The second observation is that the condition number of C0-HHO methods is (signif-
icantly) smaller than the one produced by C0-IPDG and (fully discontinuous) dG methods.
One reason for this difference is the elimination of the higher-order bubble functions from
the cell unknowns in C0-HHO methods. We also mention that the condition number of
the C0-IPDG and dG methods are about 4 times smaller if one chooses n∂ = 1 instead of
n∂ = 4, although the former value is below the minimal coercivity threshold predicted by
the theory.

C0-HHO C0-IPDG

order kDoFs assembling (s) Cond No order kDoFs assembling (s) Ratio

k = 0 114 75 2.27e+08 ` = 2 66 112 67.4

k = 1 212 197 2.50e+09 ` = 3 148 238 168.0

k = 2 310 507 1.13e+10 ` = 4 263 498 369.0

k = 3 407 1091 3.63e+10 ` = 5 411 1061 597.8

HHO dG

order kDoFs assembling (s) Ratio order kDoFs assembling (s) Ratio

k = 0 147 118 1.3 ` = 2 197 154 23.1

k = 1 244 306 1.2 ` = 3 328 330 70.0

k = 2 342 666 1.1 ` = 4 492 718 125.7

k = 3 440 1284 1.1 ` = 5 688 1438 226.2

Table 2: Comparison of total DoFs, assembling time, and condition number for the C0-HHO,
C0-IPDG, HHO and dG methods. The polynomial degree is chosen so that all the methods
deliver the same decay rates on the H2-error.

Finally, we compare in Table 3 the C0-HHO methods to the Morley and HCT methods
on a sequence of successively refined triangulations with 32, 128, 512, 2,048, 8192, and
32768 cells. The first observation is that the Morley element only takes about 65% of the
assembling time of C0-HHO methods with k = 0, but the condition number of the C0-HHO
method is about half of that obtained with the Morley element. The second observation is
that the C0-HHO method with k = 1 takes about 60% of the assembling time of the HCT
element and, at the same time, delivers a condition number which is 5 times smaller than
that obtained with the HCT element. One possible reason for the discrepancy in assembly
time is that HCT methods cannot be constructed by using affine geometric maps and that
these methods lead to larger stencils compared to C0-HHO methods.

k = 0 kDoFs assembling (s) Cond No k = 1 kDoFs assembling (s) Cond No

Morley 65 42 4.79e+08 HCT 97 354 1.20e+10

C0-HHO 114 65 2.27e+08 C0-HHO 212 197 2.50e+09

Table 3: Comparison of total DoFs, assembling time, and condition number for the C0-HHO,
Morley, and HCT methods. The polynomial degree is chosen so that the two methods in the
same column deliver the same decay rates on the H2-error. Triangular mesh composed of 32768
cells, 49408 edges, and 16641 vertices.
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5.3 Nonsmooth problem with type (II) BC’s

We select f and the boundary conditions on Ω := (−1, 1)2 so that the exact solution to (1)
is

u(x, y) :=


sin(πy)

(
x2

4π + 1
8π3 (cos(2πx)− 1)

)
(−1, 0]× (−1, 1)

sin(πy)
(

x
4π2 − 1

8π3 sin(2πx)
)

(0, 1)× (−1, 1).
(66)

It can be checked that the solution satisfies u ∈ H3.5−ε with ε > 0 arbitrarily close to zero.
More precisely, the fourth-order derivative ∂xxxxu contains a Dirac measure supported on
the line {x = 0}. In addition, the forcing function satisfies f ∈ H−0.5−ε(Ω). Thus, the
regularity of u and f are compatible with Assumption 1.1.
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Figure 2: Convergence of C0-HHO and C0-IPDG methods in H2-seminorms on triangular
meshes with k = 0, 1, 2, 3.

The error decay rates depend on whether one considers meshes aligned with the line
{x = 0} that supports the singularity. Considering first aligned meshes composed of
{32, 128, 512, 2048, 8192, 32768} triangular cells, Figure 2 shows that, as expected, the C0-
HHO and C0-IPDG methods deliver optimal convergence rates. Considering now non-
aligned meshes composed of {50, 162, 578, 2178, 8450, 33282, 132098} triangular cells (see
Figure 3 for an illustration), we notice that both C0-HHO (with k = 0) and C0-IPDG (with
` = k + 2 = 2) deliver the optimal decay rate O(h) for the error, whereas the decay rate
levels off, as expected, at O(h1.5) in the higher-order case. This result is again in agreement
with the above theoretical results.
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Figure 3: Two examples of triangular (nonaligned) meshes with 50 (left) and 162 triangles.
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